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planned to make it the capital of his empire.    He died before his
plans were completed.
11. 168-170. These lines refer to an incident in the storming of
Mooltan, when Alexander's reckless courage endangered his life.
1. 181. Maenad-mummery : the fantastic actions of the
Maenads (or Bacchantes), the frenzied worshippers of Bacchus
(Gk., }j.alvo{jLa.i, I am mad).
II.  THERE  IS A HILL ....
dr. bridges' poem is a finely-coloured Nature miniature, some-
what reminiscent in its richness of the work of Spenser and
Keats. The theme and general treatment, however, recall the
poets of the country and riverside—Arnold, Tennyson and even
Gray. It is interesting to see how the serious and often beautiful
description is rounded off with the whimsical vow of secrecy in
the last stanza—a light touch that adds to the effect of the poem.
The stanza-form used is itself original and effective.
1. 22. myosote : forget-me-not.
1. 30. nenuphars :   water-lilies.    Notice in these stanzas the
beautiful descriptions of water-weeds and flowers.
1. 46. curious :   inquisitive.
1. 62. gibbous :    the   nearly-full   moon.   (Lit.,    " humped,"
Latin, gibbus—hump.)
HI.  THE  GREAT LOVER
the untimely death of Rupert Brooke at the Dardanelles in
April 1915 gave his poems a popularity which they have in some
measure outlived. But the " young Apollo's " personal attrac-
tion is reflected in most of his writing, and the sonnets called
" 1914 " remain, perhaps, the flower of English poetry written
during the Great War.
The poem printed here, which belongs to the months immediately
preceding the outbreak of war, has all that ecstasy of life and joy
in familiar things which characterised Brooke. Its catalogue of
his loves set what almost became a fashion in later verse. The
poem combines the homeliness which has made The Old Vicarage,
Granchester, so popular, with the triumphant faith which gave
" If I should die think only this of me " such a sure #nd lasting
appeal,
1. 15. inenarrable : indescribable.

